1979's and 2004's __ of the Dead is set in a shopping mall
Dennis Hopper starred in George Romero's __ of the Dead in 2005
Shock Waves and Dead Snow feature __ zombies
In 1984's Night of the __, a steel-lined room protects the characters __ of the Dead was released in 2007
George Romero's famous" __ of the Living Dead" was made in 1968
Charlton Heston starred in 1971's The __ Man
__ and Prejudice and Zombies is a bestselling book
2004's __ of the Dead is a romantic zombie comedy
An infectious __ may turn a person into zombie
Zombies are said to prefer eating this part of the body
1985's Return of the Living Dead is a zombie __
Usually classified as __ movies, but some are comedies
I Am __ is a book written by Richard Matheson
A zombie is not alive, but not really dead. It's considered __
Braindead (AKA Dead Alive) was directed by Peter __ in 1992
The Serpent and the __ was a book in 1985 and movie in 1988
C.H.U.D.: Cannibalistic __ Underground Dweller
The video game series __ Evil was made into a movie in 2002
Max Brooks' Zombie __ Guide became a bestseller
Michael Jackson's __ music video featured dancing zombies
__ __ Z: An Oral History of the Zombie War was published in 2006
Danny Boyle directed 28 __ __ about post apocalyptic Great Britain
The Simpsons parodied zombies in one of their __ of Horror episodes
1959's Plan 9 from __ __ involved aliens turning humans into zombies
To be __ means to be given new life, like Frankenstein
2009's __ featured Woody Harrelson and Abigail Breslin
Pet Sematary was written by __ __ and was made into a 1989 movie
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